Delivery area relocated from front of
centre to rear of centre. Allocated area to
be agreed with centre meanagement.
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Totem signage and wayfinding
located along pedestrian route to
advise of various destinations around
the centre:
·
passenger ferry terminal
·
porta
·
britannia
·
port of leith distillery

DO NOT SCALE

Existing ‘Discovery Garden’ shall be retained as
far as possible and integrated into the design
proposals. It shall incorporate new entrance
signage, illustrated on drawing 5149899ATK- ETE-DRG-HW-00092, into the curved
south boundary of the garden. The removal/
modiﬁcation of existing garden elements shall
be minimised whilst ensuring a coherent public
realm proposal.

Creation of public square
with potential for temporary
markets. Allowance to be
made for power supply.

Proposals directly adjacent to the main
mall entrance are included in the current
Porta scope of works.
This includes new paving and the
britannia propeller being relocated to
entrance plaza with integrated bench and
lighting.

ENTRANCE

Location for Edinburgh Just Eat city
bikes.
25 spaces
Proposals directly adjacent to the
rotunda mall entrance are included
in the current stage 4 scope of
works.This includes new paving
and the britannia propeller being
relocated to entrance plaza with
integrated bench and lighting.

Car park reconfigured to include
taxi drop off area:
taxi spaces: 5
parking spaces: 72
taxi allocation can be amended to
suit centre requirements

ENTRANCE

50

ENTRANCE

Coach parking reconfigured.
Number increased to 4 bays.
Turning arrangement to be
verified by civil engineer.
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Bus stops consolidated into
one location. New bus stances.
strategy to be confirmed with
lothian buses

KEY

ENTRANCE SIGNAGE

Existing Tree

Rendered masonry plinth

Proposed Tree

Halo-lit or internally lit (from rear)
silhouette lettering

Existing grass and shrub area
Proposed grass/shrub area

Open to allow views through

Childrens play area with
integrated benches.
Wetpour soft play surface.
colours tbc.
Pedestrian route extended to
connect directly with waterfront
promenade, allowing easier route
finding adjacent to the shopping
centre. Drop kerbs & new bollards
for pedestrian crossings.

Wood or metel
sculptural posts

Curved metal top rail

Existing Hedges
Proposed Hedges
Proposed Grasscete

NB: Approx 48 existing trees and 250m of beech
hedging will be removed to implement this design

2.3m

Proposed Paving

For further detailed information refer to:
Threesixty Architecture stage 3 report
5149899-ATK-ETE-DRG-EN-00003
5149899-ATK-ETE-DRG-EN-00004
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